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Abstract
The unified formalism of bond graphs is applicable to designing, modeling and analyzing complex
and heterogeneous physical systems. Moreover, various order-reduction methods can be applied
directly on bond graph models in order to simplify them. The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the
characteristics and the advantages of the bond graph formalism, considering as an example, model
simplification methods of a railway traction system. Several simulations are carried out in order to
validate the simplified models. The analysis of couplings on these models highlights the elements that
cause perturbations, such as mechanical resonance.
Introduction
Railway traction systems are heterogeneous and complex systems composed of elements of various
physical natures including an energy supply, power converter, electrical motor, mechanical
transmission lines, mechanical load and control loop [1]. Because of this highly heterogeneous nature,
bond graph models seem to be appropriate in describing and analyzing these systems. Indeed, bond
graphs are a graphical tool that can represent in a unified way multi-domain systems with the use of
the causality relationships [2][3][4]. Furthermore, there are simplification methods directly based on
bond graphs which allow us, on the one hand, to obtain simpler models and, on the other hand, to
facilitate the analysis.
In this paper we present a detailed model of a railway traction system, the BB 36000 locomotive, as
our case-study. We apply 2 order reduction methods, the singular perturbation method (SPM) [5] and
the model order reduction algorithm (MORA) [6][7]. Both methods are applied on the global model
which is a multi-time scale model. This paper is divided in four sections. Firstly, a short review of the
bond graph formalism  and the modeling of the BB 36000 locomotive are described. Application of
the SPM on the BB 36000 model is discussed in the next section. The third section presents briefly the
MORA and its application on the same model. Finally, we discuss and compare these methods.
Bond graph modeling of BB 36000 locomotive
Formalism of bond graph
Bond graph formalism [2][3][4], created by H. Paynter in 1959, is a graphical method that can
represent linear and non linear physical systems. It expresses energetic transfer in systems which is
represented by bonds with a half-arrow that indicate the power flow between the various subsystems.
This formalism can be applied to all physical domains (mechanic, electric, thermodynamic, hydraulic,
magnetic,…) by using the variables associated to the generalized power-variables : effort e and flow f,
or the generalized energy-variables : moment p (integral of effort) and displacement q (integral of
flow). Each bond brings simultaneously the information of effort and flow, where the product gives
the transmitted power. An example of these analogies for various fields is given in Table I. Bond
graph elements can be classified in 3 categories : passive elements, active elements, and detectors.
There are 3 types of passive elements; each one represents interactions between generalized variables
as displayed by Paynter’s tetrahedron in Fig. 1. Active elements consist of sources of effort Se and
sources of flow Sf. We can use the term ‘modulated’ if their value is controlled. In that case, signal
links symbolized with a complete arrow are used to control the modulated sources. The generalized
variables can be measured by detectors of effort De and detectors of flow Df. Elements can be
connected with junctions 0 (common effort), junctions 1 (common flow), transformers and gyrators.
These junctions are considered as power conservatives.
Table I : Generalized variables on several fields.
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Fig. 1 : Paynter’s tetrahedron.
One of the most important bond graph property is causality described on one end of a bond by a small
stroke perpendicular to the bond, which represents cause-effect (causality) phenomena. Note that
causality orientation does not associate to the bond orientation which is only due to the power flow
orientation [2][3][4]. By following the orientation of causal strokes, the causal loops and causal paths
can be determined. This permits the analysis of couplings between elements.
Bond graph formalism has several advantages. Firstly, mathematical models can be directly deduced
from bond graphs, such as state equations and transfer functions [2][4]. After this, structural analysis
(observability, commandability, model order, model rank,…) can be carried out immediately [2].
Moreover, direct application of model-order reduction methods on bond graph allows us to simplify
the bond graph model systematically. We use this formalism to model our traction system.
Bond graph model of the BB 36000 locomotive
The BB 36000 railway traction system [1][8], produced by Alstom Transport, is represented as block
diagram in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 : Block diagram of the BB 36000 locomotive.
Voltage source
We use a DC voltage source represented by an effort source Se: Ucat as the power supply of this
system.
LCR filter
An LCR filter is used in order to filter the current harmonics produced by the system. This filter is of
order 2. The associated bond graph is presented in Fig. 3.
Ucat Uc
C: CfI: Lf
1 0
R: Rf
Fig. 3 : Bond graph of LCR filter.
Inverter
To provide a three-phase alternative current, a PWM inverter is used to supply the induction motor.
We model it with a modulated transformer for each phase, where the gain is given by a control signal.
The PWM inverter can be modeled in two different ways : in average value and in instantaneous value
[9].
Induction motor
This locomotive drive-element is constituted of an induction motor. We model this motor as a linear
Park’s model represented in a fixed reference frame (α-β). To represent couplings between rotor and
stator variables, multiport elements [2] are used. The bond graph of the whole motor is displayed in
Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 : Bond graph of induction motor.
Mechanical transmission line
The mechanical transmission line is constituted of the motor inertia followed by a first coupling
element on the primary shaft. This supplies a mobile reducer which is fixed on the locomotive body
through a track link. At the reducer output, another coupling element is present before the wheel
inertia. A complete description of the mechanical transmission line can be found in more detail in
[1][8]. There are 11 dynamic elements in this part. The model is presented in Fig. 5.
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Direct Field Oriented Control of the motor is used to regulate independently the rotor flux and the
electromagnetic torque. Choosing PI controllers to obtain zero-error in steady state response, this part
is of order 2.
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Fig. 5 : Mechanical transmission line.
The global bond graph of this system is presented in Fig. 6, and shows how this electromechanical
system can be homogeneously modeled.
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Fig. 6 : Global causal bond graph of the BB 36000 locomotive.
Application of the singular perturbation method on the BB 36000 model
A multi-time scale system can be simplified by using the singular perturbation method. The main
steps of the singular perturbation method consist of :
• determining fast and slow dynamic elements;
• separating the model into a fast and a slow model.
Two different approaches of the singular perturbation method can be used to simplify models : the
classical method described in [10] employs state equations whereas the second simplification method
is directly based on the bond graph representation [5]. The coherence between these approaches has
been proved in [5]. For our case study, we use this last procedure i.e. the application of the singular
perturbation method on the global bond graph.
In order to determine which dynamic elements are fast or slow, we examine all causal loops in the
model. In fact, a causal loop reflects the coupling between two passive elements. By calculating the
gain of this loop and the associated time constant (or natural period), we can estimate the
corresponding dynamic. The fast elements are those which have causal loops with small time
constants or high harmonic pulsation. On the other hand, the slow ones are those with the opposite
characteristics. Note that to determine the dynamic of elements, we do not need any simulation.
When we apply the singular perturbation method on the BB 36000 model, we are only interested in
simplifying the mechanical part since it is composed of 11 dynamic elements (more than 50% of the
dynamic elements in the system), and 14 causal loops of gain varying between 10-1 and 1010 (see
Table II). By examining all numerical values, dynamic elements can be separated into 2 different
classes : 3 dynamic elements are considered to be slow (namely I6, Kjac and Ieq), all others being
considered as fast [9].
Table II : Gain and time constant of causal loops in the BB 36000 traction system
Causal
loop
Coupled
elements
Order of
gain†
Time constant or
natural period [s]†
1 R: Cacc – I: I6 10-1 10
2 R: Cacc – I: I5 10 0.1
3 C: 1/Kacc – I: I6 108 10-4
4 C: 1/Kacc – I: I5 1010 10-5
5 C: 1/K4 – I: I5 108 10-4
6 C: 1/K4 – I: I4 107 10-3
7 C: 1/K5 – I: I4 107 10-3
8 C: 1/K5 – I: I3 107 10-3
9 C: 1/Kess – I: I9 1010 10-5
10 C: 1/Kjac – I: I3 105 10-2
11 C: 1/Kjac – I: I9 105 10-2
12 R: Cjac – I: I3 1 1
13 R: Cjac – I: I9 1 1
14 R: 1/Kess – I: Ieq 106 10-3
The second step consists of dividing the global model into a fast bond graph and a slow bond graph.
The procedure to obtain these models is presented in [5]. At the end of this step there are two models,
each being simpler than the global model.
For our case-study, there is no source in the fast model and we can neglect its influence. Therefore,
we only consider the slow model displayed in Fig. 7 as the reduced model.
Several numerical simulations have been carried out with the 20-Sim bond graph software in order to
validate the simplified model of the BB 36000. We investigate various operating modes :
• a normal operating mode (system starting), the PWM controlled inverter being represented by its
average values.
                                                     
†
 Exact values are not displayed for the sake of confidentiality
• a degraded mode obtained by short-circuiting one leg of the inverter (which is consequently the
same as short-circuiting the capacitor Cf of the filter).
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Fig. 7 : Slow bond graph of the mechanical transmission obtained with bond graph based SPM.
We present in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 the comparison between the global and the reduced models for the
electromagnetic torque and the rotor flux with PWM represented as its average value. The comparison
is proposed, respectively, in the case of a normal operating mode and a degraded mode. In all cases,
responses between the global and reduced models are similar. It can be noted that the short-circuit
leads to a decreasing of the magnetic flux in the motor and a fast inversion of the electromagnetic
torque which can result in the damage of the mechanical transmission. We also observe the effect of
the train speed value to the variation of the electromagnetic torque. Simulations are presented in Fig.
10. The obtained results are in accordance with experimental values presented in [8] and show a good
agreement between global and reduced models.
All investigated tests for both operating modes (i.e. normal or degraded mode) allow us to verify the
validity of the model simplification by applying the singular perturbation method on the BB 36000
system.
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Fig. 8 : A starting transient mode.
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Fig. 9 : A short-circuit mode of one inverter leg.
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Fig. 10 : Influence of the train speed value (VRP) on the electromagnetic torque for the degraded
mode.
Model Order Reduction Algorithm
The Model Order Reduction Algorithm (MORA) is a simplification method based on energy, which
can be applied to linear [6] or non linear models [7]. This method uses the concept of activity and
activity index of passive elements [6][7]. Activity represents the amount of energy that flows in and
out of the associated element in a time window fixed by the modeler. By calculating activity indexes,
we can know which passive elements are important in the model (those with high activity indexes)
and which ones are negligible (those with very low activity indexes). More information on this
method can be found in [6][7]. It is of interest to apply this method to bond graphs because the energy
transmitted in the bond which links each passive elements with the rest of the system can be directly
calculated to estimate the elements activity.
To apply this method to non linear systems, we simulate the model according to the duration that has
to be observed [7]. Then, the activity index of all passive elements is calculated and  the elements are
sorted from the one with the highest activity index (most important) to the one with the lowest activity
index (least important). We sum the activity indexes, starting from the most important element, to
obtain the cumulative activity indexes. Each element therefore has an activity index and a cumulative
activity index (see Table III). The passive elements can be classified in 2 groups. The first group
represents the more active elements, up to and including the first element whose the cumulative
activity index is greater that the specified threshold. The specified threshold is the total activity that
the modeler wants to include in the reduced model (e.g., 99.9 %) which is related to the engineering
specifications of the system [7]. This group corresponds to the white part in the example of Table III.
The remaining elements belong to the second group, which is displayed by the grey part in the same
example.
MORA is applied on the BB 36000 global model. This model is simulated in a specified time duration
in order to calculate element activity indexes. Then, we sort the elements as displayed in Table III. We
choose a 99.9 % threshold and elements contributing in this threshold are written in bold. In the
mechanical part of the BB 36000 locomotive, there are 3 elements which are the most important : Ieq,
I6 and Kjac. Thus, we can eliminate all other elements of the mechanical part. The reduced model of
the mechanical part is presented in Fig. 11. This model is almost the same as the one obtained by the
SPM, but without the damper R: Cjac.
Table III : Element activity indexes of global model
No. Element Activity
index
[%]
Cumulative
activity index
[%]
No. Element Activity
index
[%]
Cumulative
activity index
[%]
1 C: Cf 33.5142 33.5142 13 I: I6 0.7232 99.8033
2 I: Ieq 13.2605 46.7746 14 C: Kjac 0.1206 99.9228
3 I: Lsβ 9.7925 56.5671 15 I: I3 0.0390 99.9628
4 I: Lsα 9.7622 66.3293 16 I: I4 0.0127 99.9755
5 I: Lrβ 9.4705 75.7998 17 I: I9 0.0122 99.9877
6 I: Lrα 9.4382 85.2379 18 I: I5 0.0067 99.9945
7 I: Lf 8.1938 93.4317 19 C: K4 0.0028 99.9973
8 R: Rf 1.3075 94.7392 20 C: K5 0.0027 100
9 R: Rsβ 1.2934 96.0327 21 C: Kess 9.5362E-06 100
10 R: Rsα 1.2439 97.2766 22 R: Cjac 8.1448E-06 100
11 R: Rrβ 0.9135 98.1901 23 C: Kacc 5.9841E-06 100
12 R: Rrα 0.8900 99.0800 24 R: Cacc 2.4346E-13 100
1
I: I6
I: IeqSe: -Fres
TF: R5/R3
1TF: 1/Rroue
Motor 0
C: 1/Kjac
Fig. 11 : Reduced model of the mechanical part by the MORA.
Discussion
In Fig. 12, the comparison between the responses of global and reduced models obtained by the SPM
and the MORA is presented in the case of a short-circuit on an inverter leg.
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Fig. 12 : Comparison between global and reduced models obtained by the MORA and the
SPM in the case of a short-circuit on one inverter leg.
The application of the order reduction methods has simplified the global model, which makes the
system analysis easier. When one examines the reduced models obtained by the SPM and the MORA,
it can be noted in both models that there is a causal loop between I: I6 and C: 1/Kjac (see Fig. 7 and
Fig. 11) which has a natural pulsation corresponding to the resonance of the mechanical transmission
line underlined in [8]. We stress here the strengths of these simplification methods. On the one hand,
the complexity of the BB 36000 model has been reduced from 17 to 9 state variables (11 to 3 for the
mechanical part). On the other hand, the reduced bond graphs of the system explicitly emphasize the
elements responsible for important perturbations, such as resonance.
Although both of these methods are appropriate to be applied on linear or non-linear models, and for
our study-case they give almost the same reduced models, there are several differences between them.
The SPM is very suitable to be applied on a model with disparate dynamics (multi-time scale model),
but sometimes we can not determine easily which dynamics are fast (or slow) in a model if its
elements have the same frame of dynamics. On the other hand, the MORA can be applied on both
cases, multi-time scale or not. Another difference is in the procedure of each method. For the MORA,
we have to simulate the model (or if not, we have to solve analytically complex calculation), which
can be inconvenient when the cost of memory and the time computation needed in simulations are
high. Contrary to the MORA, we do not need any simulation for the SPM.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown the interest of using bond graphs to model and analyze complex systems
such as the BB 36000 locomotive. Direct application of the singular perturbation method on bond
graph permits us to accurately simplify this multi-time scale model without simulation; this is verified
by using the Model Order Reduction Algorithm. Simplified models can reflect precisely the behavior
of the system and make its analysis easier. The reduced models of the BB 36000 locomotive have
clarified the role of the dynamic elements responsible for perturbations such as mechanical resonance.
This provides interesting perspectives, notably concerning the modification of the dimensions of these
elements in preliminary design stages to avoid perturbations in the system. On the other hand, order
reduction of bond graph models allow us to minimize time computation of physical variables. This
becomes essential for applications such as automated optimal design which requires an high number
of system simulations.
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